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Modernism and the Posthumanist Subject - K. Michael Hays 1995
Drawing on both the work of modern theorists like Georg Lukács, Walter
Benjamin, Theodor Adorno, and Siegfried Kracauer, and more recent
poststructuralist thought, K. Michael Hays creates an entirely new
method of reading architectural production. Drawing both on the work of
modern theorists like Georg Lukács, Walter Benjamin, Theodor Adorno,
and Siegfried Kracauer and on more recent poststructuralist thought, K.
Michael Hays creates an entirely new method of reading architectural
production. Challenging much of the traditional wisdom about
modernism and the avant-garde, Hays argues that a rigorously
articulated "posthumanist" position was actually developed in the
modernist architecture of Hannes Meyer and Ludwig Hilberseimer. He
reinterprets their buildings, projects, and writings as constructions of
this new category of subjectivity.
A Japanese Grammar - J. J. Hoffmann 1876
Kanuni i Lekë Dukagjinit - Lekë Dukagjini 1989
"THE CODE OF LEKE DUKAGJINI is a great cultural treasure,
comparable to the chapters of The Old Testament." "It provides deep
insights into the ancient society of the Albanians, their somber dignity &
their magnificent sense of honor."--David Binder, The New York Times.
"This legal system was established & passed on to future generations as
a common law by Leke Dukagjini, a co-fighter of the legendary
Skenderbeg." "The 'Besa' or the 'word of honor' as stated in THE CODE
OF LEKE DUKAGJINI which means peace & protection to those whom it
is given, has become today an important fighting tool in the political
struggle of Kosovo's Albanians against Serb oppression."--Victor Meier,
The Frankfurter Allgemeine Seitung. "The legal Code of the Albanians
known by them for a thousand years, is one of the most original in the
history of mankind. Among the basic pillars of this code are the equality
of men before the code & the non-abuse of justice." "The entire essence
of the legal code of the Albanians is an unparalleled rigorous respect for
this basic principle: non-violation of the dignity of a man- his honor,
home, & life."--Ismail Kadare, Albanian writer.
Old English Homilies of the Twelfth Century - Richard Morris 1873
Public-Private Partnerships - Stephen Osborne 2000-11-23
Public-Private partnerships are an increasing aspect of the delivery of
public policies and services across the world. This book is the first to
draw upon a range of disciplines to offer theoretical perspectives upon
their analysis as well as a range of case-studies of their management
from around the world. It also offers a number of frameworks for the
evaluation of their management. This book will be of interest to students
of public policy and public management, whether at the undergraduate
or postgraduate level.
A Brief Introduction to Probability Theory - John Paul Hoyt 1967
Ottoman Population, 1830-1914 - Kemal H. Karpat 1985
Language Development from Two to Three - Lois Bloom 1993-05-28
Since the 1960s, the increasingly evident degradation of the planet has
brought a new urgency to much new art and architecture. Radical
Natureis the first publication to gather together artists from this period
and onward, who have created utopian works and devised inspiring
solutions for our planet. Radical Naturedraws on ideas that have
emerged from Land art, environmental activism, experimental
architecture and utopian thought-ideas that propose a new "radical
nature" to reconcile the earth's needs with those of humankind. Works by
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pioneering figures such as the architectural collective Ant Farm,
visionary architect R. Buckminster Fuller and artists Joseph Beuys,
Agnes Denes, Hans Haacke and Robert Smithson are presented
alongside works by a younger generation including Simon Starling, Luke
Fowler, Heather and Ivan Morison, R&Sie(n) and Philippe Rahm.
Not a Good Day to Die - Sean Naylor 2005-03-01
Award-winning combat journalist Sean Naylor reveals a firsthand
account of the largest battle fought by American military forces in
Afghanistan in an attempt to destroy al-Qaeda and Taliban forces. At
dawn on March 2, 2002, America's first major battle of the 21st century
began. Over 200 soldiers of the 101st Airborne and 10th Mountain
Division flew into Afghanistan's Shah-i-Kot Valley—and into the mouth of
a buzz saw. They were about to pay a bloody price for strategic, highlevel miscalculations that underestimated the enemy's strength and
willingness to fight. Naylor, an eyewitness to the battle, details the
failures of military intelligence and planning, while vividly portraying the
astonishing heroism of these young, untested US soldiers. Denied the
extra support with which they trained, these troops nevertheless proved
their worth in brutal combat and prevented an American military
disaster.
A Discourse-centered Approach to Culture - Greg Urban 1991
Anthology of Modern Albanian Poetry - Robert Elsie 1993
Gottfried Semper - Harry Francis Mallgrave 1996-01-01
Biografie van de Duitse architect en architectuurtheoreticus (1803-1879)
Individual Differences in Language Ability and Language Behavior Charles J Fillmore 2014-05-10
Individual Differences in Language Ability and Language Behavior is a
collection of papers that discusses differences at the center of the study
of language, specifically, on the various dimensions of linguistic ability
and behavior along which individuals can differ from each other. Papers
also review the development of techniques that measure these
dimensions in relation to biological, psychological, and cultural
parameters. Some papers review individual differences in language study
in terms of different perspectives: that of a psychometrician's, of an
individualistic's vantage point, and of a psycholinguistic's. Other papers
discuss how each individual accesses, uses, and judges his language
through fluency, biases, spatial principles, or a linguistic-phonetic mode.
Several papers examine individual differences in language acquisition,
such as "profile analysis," strategies in acquisition of sounds, second
language learning, and duplication of adult language system. A group of
papers addresses the biological aspects of language variation. These
biological aspects include selective disorders of syntax (agrammatism),
selective disorders of lexical retrieval (anomia), and cerebral
lateralization effects in language processing. Certain papers explain
individual differences in languages using sociolinguistic analysis. The
collection is well suited for linguists, ethnologists, psychologists, and
researchers whose works involve linguistics, learning, communications,
and syntax.
Schools, Curriculum and Civic Education for Building Democratic
Citizens - Murray Print 2012
How can schools and the school curriculum contribute to building
democratic citizens? This is a major question posed by governments,
educational systems, schools, teachers and researchers around the
world. One important way is to identify the competences needed for
preparing democratic citizens and incorporate these within both the
formal and informal school curriculum. Another question must then be
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posed- what competences do young citizens need to be considered as
active and engaged in modern democracies? In 2011 an invited research
symposium of leading civic and political educators, and social scientists
from across Europe met in Hannover, Germany to consider this key
concern facing Europe today. In examining the above questions the
symposium addressed two significant issues: 1. Identify key
competencies required for active citizenship of young people in Europe
of the future. 2. Translate those competencies to school-based activities
in the form of curricular and pedagogical strategies. The publication
Civic Education and Competences for Engaging Citizens in Democracies
addressed the first issue and this volume addresses the second issue.
Through discussion in the invited symposium, previously prepared
papers, and participation in a modified Delphi Technique the participants
have prepared chapters for this book. The chapters of this book
represent the contribution of the participants before, during and after
the symposium with opportunities for review and reflection about
competences for democratic citizenship and the role of schools and the
curriculum. Murray Print and Dirk Lange are professors from the
University of Sydney and Leibniz Universitat Hannover, Germany
respectively and are national leaders in civics and citizenship education
in their respective countries. They have brought together a group of
leading European civic and citizenship educators from different
academic fields to explore the key issue and to identify the competences
for young people to become active and engaged European citizens.
The Terrorism Reader - Walter Laqueur 1987
The Folk-lore Record - Folklore Society (Great Britain) 1881
The Communist Party of Indonesia, 1951-1963 - Donald Hindley
1966
Index; 1899 - University of Massachusetts at Amherst 2021-09-10
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
The Dialogic Emergence of Culture - Dennis Tedlock 1995
Major figures in contemporary anthropology present a dialogic critique
of ethnography. Moving beyond sociolinguistics and performance theory,
and inspired by Bakhtin and by their own field experiences, the
contributors revise notions of where culture actually resides. This
pioneering effort integrates a concern for linguistic processes with
interpretive approaches to culture. Culture and ethnography are located
in social interaction. The collection contains dialogues that trace the
entire course of ethnographic interpretation, from field research to
publication. The authors explore an anthropology that actively
acknowledges the dialogical nature of its own production. Chapters
strike a balance between theory and practice and will also be of interest
in cultural studies, literary criticism, linguistics, and philosophy.
CONTRIBUTORS: Deborah Tannen, John Attinasi, Paul Friedrich, Billie
Jean Isbell, Allan F. Burns, Jane H. Hill, Ruth Behar, Jean DeBernardi, R.
P. McDermott, Henry Tylbor, Alton L. Becker, Bruce Mannheim, Dennis
Tedlock
Rural Energy To Meet Development Needs - M. Nurul Islam 2019-09-05
This volume had its origin at a conference held in 1978 at the East- West
Center that considered the short- and long-term energy problems of the
Asia-Pacific region. That group of national energy policymakers,
scientists, and technologists agreed that providing adequate energy for
the rural areas of the developing countries looms large as one of the
more critical problems of the region. Encouraged by this consensus, the
East-West Resource Systems Institute obtained a grant from the Agency
for International Development for the purpose of initiating a
collaborative, multi-country study of rural energy problems. The National
Research Council of Thailand and the East-West Center agreed to work
closely together as twin foci for the coordination of the effort.
Our Language Problem - Mahatma Gandhi 1998
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How Institutions Matter! - Joel Gehman 2016-12-21
This double volume presents a collection of 23 papers on how institutions
matter to socio-economic life. The effort was seeded by the 2015 Alberta
Institutions Conference, which brought together 108 participants from
14 countries and 51 different institutions.
The Fulfilled Promise - Gjon Sinishta 1976
GJIN PJETRI - LUFTËTAR I SHQUAR I RILINDJES KOMBËTARE LEK PERVIZI 2012-09-16
"...Më 1906, Kurbini kundërshon taksat qeveritare,duke i dhanë nismën
kryengritjes shqiptareqë çoi në pavarësinë kombëtare...me në kryeGjin
Pjetër Mark Pervizin e Skurajt të Kurbinit,Plak i parë i 45 Pleqve të
Semtit të Krujës".ZEF VALENTINI
G - Detlef Mertins 2010
Published in the 1920s by a who's who of avant-garde artists, G helped
shape a new phase in modern art. This is the first English translation.
Connectionism and Second Language Acquisition - Yasuhiro Shirai
2018-08-17
The latest title in the Cognitive Science and Second Language
Acquisition Series presents a comprehensive review of connectionist
research in second language acquisition (SLA). Second language
researchers and the cognitive science community will find accessible
discussions of the relevance of connectionist research to SLA. This
important volume is key reading for any student or researcher interested
in how second language acquisition can be better understood from a
connectionist perspective.
Responsibility and Evidence in Oral Discourse - Jane H. Hill 1993-06-03
In Responsibility and evidence in oral discourse twelve prominent
linguists and linguistic anthropologists examine 'responsibility',
'authority', and 'knowledge': central, but problematic, concepts in
contemporary anthropology. Their detailed case studies analyze diverse
forms of oral discourse - everyday conversation, conversational narrative,
song, oratory, divination, and ritual poetry - in societies in the Americas,
Africa, Asia, and the Pacific. The studies show how speakers attribute
responsibility for acts and states of affairs, how particular forms of
language and discourse relate to claims and disclaimers of responsibility,
and how verbal acts are themselves social acts, subject to such
attributions. The volume challenges those cognitive theorists who locate
responsibility for the meaning of verbal acts solely in the intentions of
individual speakers. Instead, the contributors focus on the production of
meaning between speakers and audiences in particular social and
cultural contexts, through dialogue and interaction which mediate
between linguistic forms and their interpretations. This landmark volume
will serve for years to come as a point of reference in the study, not only
of responsibility and evidence, but of reported speech, authorship, and
other phenomena in the social life of language. Besides linguistic and
cultural anthropologists, linguistics, and folklorists, it will interest also
readers from pragmatics, legal studies, sociology, religion, and social
psychology.
African Language Structures - Wm. E. Welmers 2018-07-10
Wm. E. Welmers surveys a wide range of structural characteristics, both
phonological and grammatical, of the languages of sub-Saharan Africa.
Drawing on thirty years of experience in the analysis and teaching of
African languages, and on work done on some seventy spoken languages,
Welmers has organized the volume by linguistic topic. Thus there are
extensive discussions of tonal systems in languages from all over subSaharan Africa, of noun classes and concord in the Bantu and other
Niger-Kordofanian languages, and of the varieties of verbal constructions
found in representative languages. African Language Structures
emphasizes the organization of language data rather than the
technicalities of theoretical linguistics. The material is presented in such
a way that students working on the analysis of other languages can be
guided in their procedures; Welmers suggests not only what types of
structures may be expected, but also how they may be discovered and
described. This work is unique in the depth of its linguistic insight over
the entire spectrum of language structure and in the breadth of its
language coverage. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived
program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission
to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach,
and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes
high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using
print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1973.
ARS 34 - 1968
Additional Hymns - Episcopal Church 1866
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Albanian Etymological Dictionary - Vladimir E. Orel 1998
This volume is a new compendium of Albanian etymology tracing
thousands of modern Albanian words back to their origins. It contains
detailed information on the Indo-European vocabulary preserved in
Albanian as well as on numerous loanwords coming from ancient Greek,
Latin, early Romance and Slavic.The ancient elements of the Albanian
vocabulary are used for the reconstruction of their Proto-Albanian origin
and then compared with their Indo-European parallels. The history of
Indo-European words and of early loanwords in Albanian shows the
history and culture of the Albanian people reflected in the etymology of
the Albanian language.The book also includes a short sketch of Albanian
historical phonetics and a vast bibliography. Every entry is extensively
documented and contains earlier etymological explanations and
interpretations.
Ideology - Terry Eagleton 2007
The best guide available to this complex concept.
Story, Performance, and Event - Richard Bauman 1986-09-26
On oral tradition and storytelling
Clues, Myths, and the Historical Method - Carlo Ginzburg
2013-10-15
Was he influenced by the environment, he asks himself, and if so, how?
Ginzburg uses his own experience to examine the elusive and constantly
evolving nature of history and historical research.
Discovering Albanian I Textbook - Linda Mëniku 2011-08-01
Approximately five million people worldwide speak Albanian. The
opening of Albania in the 1990s to broader trading and diplomatic
relations with other nations has created a need for better knowledge of
the language and culture of this country. This book teaches the student
to communicate in everyday situations in the language, with each
chapter introducing a new situational context. Students learn to discuss
work, vacations, health, and entertainment. Students also learn to
practice basic skills such as shopping, ordering tickets, and renting an
apartment. Upon completing this textbook, students will be at the A2/B1
level of proficiency on the scale provided by the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). The textbook includes: •
eighteen lessons based on real-life situations, including three review
lessons • dialogues to help introduce vocabulary and grammatical
structures • comprehension questions and exercises • related readings
at the end of each chapter • full translations for all examples discussed
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in grammar sections • a series of appendixes with numerous charts
summarizing main classes of nouns, adjectives, and verbs • an appendix
with the solutions to most of the exercises in the book • a glossary with
all the words in the dialogs and readings.
International Code of Signals, American Edition - United States.
Hydrographic Office 1923
Metropolisarchitecture and Selected Essays - Ludwig Hilberseimer
2012
In the 1920s, the urban theory of Ludwig Hilberseimer (1885-1967)
redefined architecture's relationship to the city. His proposal for a highrise city, where leisure, labor, and circulation would be vertically
integrated, both frightened his contemporaries and offered a trenchant
critique of the dynamics of the capitalist metropolis.
Hilberseimer'sGroßstadtarchitektur is presented here for the first time in
English translation. The propositions assembled here encourage us to
reconsider mobility, concentration and the scale of architectural
intervention in our own era of urban expansion. This is the second title in
the GSAPP Sourcebooks series.
Introducing Morphology - Rochelle Lieber 2010
A lively introduction to the study of how words are put together.
Verbal Art as Performance - Richard Bauman 1984-01-01
The cross-disciplinary and integrative nature of sociolinguistics is clearly
evidenced in this highly regarded, insightful volume. Baumans holistic
study brings together the separate fields of folklore, anthropology,
linguistics, and literary criticism as they focus on verbal art. The work
represented here is a clear assembly of perspectives and methodology of
these disciplines from the viewpoint of performanceartistic action and
artistic event. The basic principles underlying sociolinguistics (patterned
variability and context as revealed through language) provide the
coherence. In addition to Baumans useful conceptual framework, four
lively, informative essays by leading scholars are included that clarify,
illustrate, and amplify in an effort to treat verbal art as performance.
The Victory of the New Building Style - Walter Curt Behrendt 2000
This book-Behrendt's principle theoretical work in German and the
precursor to Modern Building- presents a revisionist concept of style that
places equal emphasis on form and function. Now available in English for
the first time, this incisive treatise boldly advocates international
modernism to the general public.
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